TYPICAL TRANSVERSE SECTION

(2) Place Bars A between Bars B over Backwall (See PLAN for Placement)

Developed according to AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications.
Details shown are for right forward skew. See Layout for actual skew direction. See standard CS-MD for additional slab details.
All reinforcing shall be Grade 60.
Concrete strength f'c = 4,000 psi.
Concrete expansion factors +0.0005 (HPC) and 0.0002 (S) shall be used.
Provide Class SI-W/MC if shown elsewhere in the plans.

GENERAL NOTES:

Concrete grades: W, HPC, LMPC
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Designed according to AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications.
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All reinforcing shall be Grade 60.
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Concrete grades: W, HPC, LMPC

Provide Class SI-W/MC if shown elsewhere in the plans.

Concrete expansion factors +0.0005 (HPC) and 0.0002 (S) shall be used.

Class "S" Concrete
Reinforcing Steel